
GUGI AND ARNOLD - DISCONNECTED

KITCHEN - EVENING

Arnold enters the kitchen, while holding and reading from

the laptop screen.

He lays down the laptop on the kitchen counter, plugs the

electricity to it. He picks a cooking pan turns on the

gas, and throws a bag with veggies inside, while his eyes

are constantly starring only at the screen.

He shakes the pan with his left hand while typing very

fast on the laptop with his right hand and staring on it.

ENTERANCE DOOR

The door opens, Gugi enters the flat.

He puts his toolbox on the shelf, and walks toward the

couch, while constantly staring and pressing on his

smartphone.

He sits on the couch, picks the remote control and turns

the television on.

He lets go of the smartphone, once the TV is on, and

stares at the TV screen.

LIVING ROOM/KITCHEN - WIDESHOT

Gugi watches Tv.

Arnold is in the Background behind the kitchen counter,

staring at his laptop screen while eating with his left

hand and typing with his right hand.

A lot of noise comes from the devices.

Lights and all electricity goes off. silence.

Arnold screams, and tries to turn his laptop on.

ARNOLD

Damn it! I just lost an hour!

Gugi’s smartphone turns on. Light comes from his phone.

ARNOLD

Gugi? can you check the fusebox?

Gugi stands next to the fusebox, and point the light on it

with his smartphone

GUGI

The fusebox seems ok.

Did you actually pay the bills?

Arnold picks the phone
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ARNOLD

If the state still pay my social

welfare, then yes!

Arnold picks the phone and dials

PHONE

Dear customer, due to

construction work, your

Electricity is disconnected for

an unknown period of time.

We are sorry for your

inconvenience, we hope you enjoy

our new produ...

Arnold smacks the phone

ARNOLD

goddamn stupid oil corporations.

Gugi sits in his couch, and stares at his smartphone.

Arnold goes back and forth nervously scratching his head.

ARNOLD

OK, it seems like I need to do it

old school.

Arnold takes a paper and a computer mouse. he click on the

mouse, look on it weirdly, and puts it away. then he takes

a pen.

He tries to to write with the pen on the paper, but his

hand is shaky. the pen is scratching the paper loudly,

until it gets broken. Arnold is throwing the paper.

LIVING ROOM

Gugi sits on his couch playing a game with the smartphone.

Arnold appears behind Gugi’s sofa

ARNOLD

May I just check my Email for a

small sec?

GUGI

I’m busy!

Arnold appears from the other side of the sofa, begging.

ARNOLD

One single wiki page, pppplease?

Arnold tries to reach Gugi’s smartphone.

Gugi sighs and points the light from his smartphone on the

table.
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GUGI

If you want it, you’ll need to

work hard for that!

The table is full of dishes and trash.

Arnold picks up the dishes from the table, goes to the

kitchen, trash them in the sink with the rest. He appears

behind Gugi’s sofa again, and looks at the smartphone.

ARNOLD

Your dishes are ready, dear! what

about my reward?

SMARTPHONE

bleeep

Light from the phone is turned off

GUGI

Crap! this game just ate up my

whole battery.

KITCHEN

Arnold enters the kitchen

ARNOLD

You know what? I don’t need you

and your stupid dead brain phone!

Arnold puts a bicycle dynamo, a volt convector card, some

thin cables and a turning wheel with a handle on the

kitchen counter. He connects the wires to the dynamo.

Arnold starts to turn on the wheel with his hand, he goes

faster and faster.

A small blitz comes from the dynamo. Arnold smiles like a

psycho. The laptop flickers with lights

He turns on the computer with his right hand, while

rolling the wheel with his left hand, faster and faster.

ARNOLD

Yes, baby, yyyesss!

Smoke comes from the cables.

Gugi smells something, while eating, he looks back to the

kitchen.

GUGI

What’s cooking there?

The cables go on fire and the laptop turns off. Arnold

covers the fire with his body, scream, and looks desperate

and frustrated.

He fold the computer and pushes it aside.

Gugi laughs at him.
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Arnold sits on the kitchen counter in a meditation pose.

Take a deep breath

ARNOLD

We have gathered here, to look

into our inner-selves, and to

find the positive in the negative

of our situation.

Arnold Closes his eyes, takes a deep breath and goes into

meditation.

ARNOLD

Ommmmmm

LIVING ROOM

sound and light of television comes from the living room.

Gugi lies on his couch and watches TV, while he paddles

like on a paddle boat, with wheels and cables producing

electricity connected to the television.

It looks much more fancy then Arnold’s energy device.

He paddles a bit faster, while drinking a beer. the lamps

around him flickers and then turn on as well.

He plugs his smartphone into a usb connection coming from

his couch, and charges it.

Arnold looks completely surprised, he tries to get back to

meditating.

Sound of guns coming from the television.

Arnold is losing concentration and looks a side.

Gugi still paddles on his couch, He plays a video game and

drinks beer, looking wasted.

Arnold is appearing from behind and look on Gugi’s

charging device with jealousy.

Gugi’s paddling goes slower and slower.

Gugi gets up from the couch and goes to the toilet.

Arnold jumps from behind onto the couch.

He plugs his laptop into the couch charging device, and

tries to paddle.

Arnold is too weak, trying to paddle, but the paddles

hardly move. He quickly grabs Gugi’s smartphone and swipe

it fast. His breath becomes more intensive.

Sound of toilet flush.

Arnold’s swipe becomes very intensive.

Gugi comes out of the toilet and goes back to the sofa.

Arnold is already back on the kitchen counter meditating.
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Gugi lifts his smartphone. The lights around him flicker,

and turns off. Then his smartphone turns off as well.

GUGI

What the...? How come my battery

is already empty? any idea how

could it be?

ARNOLD

Man, You should anyway spend some

time offscreen. Trust me the real

world will just do good for you.

GUGI

That’s why you wasted all my

battery?

ARNOLD

What do you want? aren’t you able

to share anything?

GUGI

If you want energy you’ll need to

work for it, or buy it! you

useless lefty parasite

ARNOLD

Man, I’m here just cooking and

cleaning after you all the time,

like I’m your mother, and you

can’t even share a few Voltage

with me?

Gugi starts to paddle on his couch.

GUGI

For this you will need to be a

hard working man like me.

Gugi grabs and drink a beer.

Arnold takes his laptop

ARNOLD

That’s it! I’m moving out! we’ll

see how long you survive here

without me

GUGI

Go! see if I care

Lights and all electricity Turn on. Arnold quickly puts

his laptop on the table, plugs it, and turn it on.

He shivers from excitement like orgasm.

ARNOLD

Ahhhhhhh what a joy.


